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Eric Carle Mr. Seahorse writing and craft. Creating Mental Images & Successful Readers Writing Strategies,
Comprehension Strategies, Reading.

The moving water helps bring prey food close enough for the seahorse to suck it up, like a vacuum cleaner.
Mix fiction and non-fiction to engage young learners. Allow your child to color or decorate the letter for you.
Ask your child why camouflage is important or helpful to the fish. Amazing Pictures and Facts about
Seahorses by Mina Kelly will answer your students' questions about seahorses. For Writing Project: Using
scrap paper, have students write a paragraph about what makes their school so special. Talk about how this
ability to hide or blend in with their surroundings is called camouflage. Visit a store that sells fish. Draw a
large letter S on a sheet of paper. It's so much fun to observe seahorses in person! A seahorse's skin covers a
series of bony plates that run from its head to its tailâ€”including its neck, a body part that other fish don't
have. Encourage students to do as demonstrated. If your child is very young feel free to draw several fishy
outlines for them to decorate! Camouflage Take a look at the acetate pages in the book that help hide animals.
Updated March 02, A seahorse isn't a horse at all, but an extremely unique fish. Help your child to find the
different places each animal carried the eggs. How many seahorses tall is your child? Reading About
Seahorses Books are a fun way to learn about any topic, including seahorses. How do they breathe
underwater? Seahorse and the other fish fathers who cared for their babies to remember that God cares for
them too--because He is our Father. Pre-reading Before reading the story the first time show your child the
cover of the book. Help them tear pieces off and glue to the seahorse until it is all covered. Teacher To Do
List: Staple the background paper to the bulletin board. Science Animal Dads Go back through the book with
your child and take a look at the many fish fathers who are caring for their eggs. Tell them that this story is
about a very special animal called Mr. Pipe, a pipefish, carries the eggs on his narrow belly; and Mr. Updated
by Kris Bales. Most seahorses are about 4 to 6 inches from the top of their head to the tip of their tail. Tilapia
holds the eggs in his mouth; Mr. Seahorse drifts gently through the sea, meeting five other fish fathers who
participate in prenatal care: Mr.


